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WELCOME
In 2020, we experienced a great unveiling: of how 
intricately we are all connected - across the globe and 
locally - and how desperately disparate our lived 
experiences are. Many experienced optimism in the 
early days of the pandemic, articulating a hope that 
this unveiling would lead to the world being more 
compassionate, more generous, and more aware of 
our collective interdependence.



2021 was a year in which we all began to experience 
the long-term strain of the COVID-19 pandemic and its 
devastating ripple-effects. By this time, the relentless 
parallel pandemics of food insecurity and gender-
based violence, the divisive rhetoric around the virus 
and the vaccine and the emergence of vaccine elitism, 
all playing out against a backdrop of deep socio-
economic inequality had led many to believe that the 
world was more divided, less compassionate and less 
self-sacrificing than before. Many churches and faith-
based organisations experienced a sharp contraction 
in their finances with the knock-on effects of many 
ministries and programmes being scaled down or 
closed entirely. While The Warehouse was certainly 
affected by the global contraction in giving and its 
consequences for our work, we emerged from 2021 
with a very different defining narrative: one of deep 
hope and vision. 



Through 2021, our staff decreased from 19 at the 
height of the pandemic, to 10 by the end of February 
2022. Some of these departures were sudden while 
some, like the departure of Craig, our founding 
director, had been planned for a long time. These 
were difficult goodbyes and yet, with every person 
leaving, we felt God’s assurance that we were not 
diminishing but rather that the Warehouse 
community was expanding! While it looked like we 
were getting smaller, the truth that we were not just a 
staff group, but a loving and beloved community that 
would continue to conspire together to be known by 
our love wherever we were based, was driven deeper 
with each departure. And, as we leaned into this truth, 
we realised that we had always been this way: that our 
community has always been much wider than those 
paid to do the work and that this greater network of 
co-conspirators working together with God towards 
the restoration of all things was how God had formed 
us over many, many years. We will continue to nurture 
these relationships with this expanded vision of who 
makes up our community.



As our staff capacity decreased, our work did not. In 
2021 we were encouraged by more and more 
churches and church leaders asking us to journey 
with them, recognising that many of the questions we 
had begun grappling with a number of years ago 
were now alive in their congregations and 
communities. How do we connect the dots between 
our faith, our contexts and our actions, how do we 
read the Bible together, how do we make sense of the 
relationship between past injustices and the present 
reality in our country and world? 

What does it looks like for local congregations to bear 
witness to the good news of Jesus in proclamation 
and demonstration, in living out the peace and justice 
of God for the world? All of these questions were 
emerging with increased intensity. As we were able to 
respond with resources and workshops we had 
developed, through processes we were able to 
facilitate and through different encounters we could 
host that connected various people over the deep 
divides we have in our city, we were encouraged that 
our community and the work we do was needed 
more than ever.



Finally, even as we faced the consequences of a global 
economic contraction, God continued breathing an 
expanded vision into us: a vision not just for the next 
few months or years, but one which invited us to 
orientate our work towards building for the next 
hundred years! In dreaming of the next 100 years, we 
recognise that the systems and structures which 
perpetuate injustice and oppression have been built 
and sustained over centuries and that, in order to 
dismantle them, to see true transformation and 
liberation of humanity and creation, we need to re-
orientate our work to a longer frame. In dreaming of 
the next 100 years, we are invited into work and a 
vision that will outlast us - as an institution, as a 
community and as individuals. In dreaming of the 
next 100 years, we are invited to prepare for and sow 
into a harvest we will not live to reap, to plant towards 
fruits we will not live to enjoy. Within this reorientation

new questions were birthed in us. If we were to dream 
of what could be accomplished through a long, 
deeply nurtured strategy which outlives us, how 
would our work change? Who and what would we 
prioritise? What could we begin now which would 
bear fruit only in decades to come, that could happen 
only because we weren’t aiming for quick and instant 
change? If we’re planting for a harvest we will never 
see, how could we posture ourselves to better 
understand the changing seasons and climates? 
What could we plant now that would not seem very 
significant, but would heal the land, bind the soil and 
allow for other plants to be sown in the future? What 
seedlings could we nurture on the side and have at-
the-ready to transplant into soil once it was healed? 
What questions could we start exploring now so that, 
when communities in 20, 50, 80 years look around for 
alternatives, we have resources, wisdom and 
experience Which could serve them in their quests?



In a year of contraction, decrease and cynicism, we 
emerged with an expanded sense of community, and 
an increase in demand for our work and a long-term, 
hope-filled vision.



There is a saying in Africa: “If you want to go fast, go 
alone. If you want to go far, go together.” We want to 
go far. We hope you want to go with us. For the next 
hundred years.



With love,



The Warehouse Team
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2022 IMPACT

We facilitate encounters to inspire and 
equipparticipants in integral mission 
theory andpractice, as well as build 
relationships acrossvarious divides. 
Facilitating transformationalencounters 
includes workshops, forums,experiential 
learning, events and conferences.

FACILITATING

TRANSFORMATIONAL

ENCOUNTERS

We adopt, adapt and create transformational

resources to inspire imagination, challenge

inequalities, and equip individuals to engage 
andparticipate effectively in community 
transformation.These resources aim to catalyse 
and fuel hope andprophetic imagination rather 
than simply provide information.


DEVELOPING

TRANSFORMATIONAL

RESOURCES

We research, develop and pilot initiatives
which address key systemic issues in 
orderto contribute to the effectiveness of 
the Church’s response to poverty, injustice 
anddivision. This strategy creates spaces 
wherepeople can not only think together, 
but alsohave their thoughts and workings 
tested andrefined by others.

DEVELOPING 
INITIATIVES

We engage church leaders through creating

opportunities for theological reflection,

support and mentorship as they lead in

transforming churches and communities and

facilitate reconciling relationships in a South 
Africa in need of deep healing and 
transformation.


journeying WITH

STRATEGICALLY IDENTIFIED

LEADERS 

We envision the church bearing witness to the good news of 
Jesus by actively living out the peace and justice of God for the 
world. We support local congregations by enabling dialogue, 
facilitating collaboration and inspiring hope-filled imagination 
towards justice-seeking action.


OUR VISION & MISSION

OUR STRATEGY
The warehouse achieves its mission through four strategic focus 
areas:



TOTAL = R 4 664 609

Individuals

R 2 537 424

54%

Trusts

R 598 000

13%

Churches

R 569 806

12%

Training, Interest & Other

R 467 181

10%

Grants

R 440 393

9%

Vouchers

R 43 205

1%

Relief

R 8 600

1%

83%

9%

3%

1%

1%

1%

1%

Staff Costs

R 3 724 634

Operational

R 418 400

Pastoral, Encounters,Resources

R 61 692

Transport & Travel

R 33 277

Relief Response

R 54 864

Voucher 

R 42 705

Statutory 

R 128 074

ANNUAL EXPENSES

** Note: In the prior financial year the Warehouse was involved in coordinating COVID-19 responses alongside the 

South African Council of Churches and the Western Cape Ecumenical Network. In the 2022 financial year Mthunzi 

Network NPC oversaw all operational aspects of this work and The Warehouse remained involved both in providing strategic 

leadership within Mthunzi and in continuing to receive donations for St John’s Love Your Neighbour initiative.


2022 2021 2020

INCOME 4 664 609 9 946 548 4 594 370

4 463 646 9 649 749 5 151 721

200 963 296 799 -557 351

EXPENSES

SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT)

THREE YEAR VIEW (IN ZAR)

ANNUAL INCOME

FINANCIAL YEAR 2022



DONORS


143
DONATIONS


901

INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS

ORGANIZATIONAL DONATIONS

FINANCIAL FAQ

CHURCHES GRANTS TRUSTS

5 4 5

The Warehouse is a Section 18A Public Benefit Organisation registered with the 

South African Revenue Services, meaning that donations to The Warehouse are 

tax deductible. 



The Warehouse is governed by a board of 8 trustess who meet triannually. 

Our annual audit was conducted by MGI Bass Gordon and signed by the board 

of trustees on 15/11/2022



Bonding, Banding, Building and Bridging for justice 

MEN WOMENUNKNOWN 
63% 33%4%

Gender of leaders Race of leaders

OTHER

9.7%
CHURCH

55.9%

28.9%

ACADEMICS 
5.5%

Arenas of Leadership

COLOURED UNKNOWN WHITE BLACKASIAN

32%24%
9%24%10%

* WHY TALK ABOUT RACE?
South Africa’s social, economic, political and religious historyhas been 
highly racialised. Our understanding of the currentcomplexities of 
inequality, injustice and division in our countryleads us to believe that while 
we envision a world where race is no longer largely a proxy for social realities, 
in the interim there needs to be some level of engagement with race in 
order to bring about this vision.


journeying WITH 235

STRATEGICALLY IDENTIFIED

LEADERS

NGO/NETWORKS 



FACILITATING 
TRANSFORMATIONAL

ENCOUNTERS

We are a community that aims to be rooted in proximity to and solidarity with those living 
in poverty, those in pain and those bearing the brunt of inequality and injustice. In 
practice, this means we constantly seek to centre the voices and experiences of those who are 
deliberately silenced and marginalised, to informand enable critical reflection of our 
context and galvanise prophetic actionwhich leads to true transformation.

Types of Encounters

24%

15%

7% 18%
8%

6%

3%

19%

SERMONS/
TALKS

MEETINGS OTHER

READING 
GROUPS

TRAINING 
WORKSHOPS

FORUMS

Location of Encounters

23% ST JOHNS PARISH
28% CAPE TOWN 19% NATIONAL

28% INTERNATIONAL

2% AFRICA

145
TOTAL NUMBER 
OF ENCOUNTERS 

4597
PEOPLE 
PARTICIPATING

HOURS 
SPENT

1250

CHURCHES 
PARTICIPATING

458

17300
ONLINE EVENT 
VIEWS
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STRATEGIC OUTCOMES



Personal Sustainability:



People involved in leadership are living largely sustainable lives.



Sustainability of Ministry:



Ministries of the Church are sustainable in their strategies, structures and resources.



Reading the Text in Context:



Reading Scripture in Context with diverse people is part of discipleship.



Integral Mission:



Integral Mission is understood, preached and lived.



Transformational Development:



Good principles of relief, development and advocacy are practised and taught 
appropriately.



Two Realms:



The Church understands that the roots of injustice are spiritual as well as structural 
and systemic and is equipped with tools to “tear down strongholds”.



Young People Actively Discipled:



Young people are actively involved in all areas of ministry.



Just life:



A just life is understood to be core to discipleship of all believers.



Advocacy/Systemic Justice:



The Church is actively participating in campaigns focused on issues of systemic 
(in)justice.



Community Transformation Initiative:



The Church is initiating and participating in local community transformation initiatives.



Interdependent Relationships:



The Church is committed to the practice of interdependent relationships across 
divides.


Strategic outcomes 

defined:



Values and Guiding 
Principles

Identity and Intentions


01
INTEGRITY

ISIDIMA / UYANYANISEKO 

INTEGRITEIT


We aim in our organisation and 
individual lives, to live out who we 
say we are and what we do.


02
HUMILITY

NEDERIGHEID

UKUTHOBEKA


We learn from each other and 
from others and we live in mutual 
submission to each other.


03
MAMELA

LUISTER

LISTEN



We consciously choose to listen 
to others and to God as a core 
practice in our community life.


04
VERSKEIDENHEID

DIVERSITY


We choose diversity in all forms 
within our organisational community 
as this makes our work more 
effective and faithfully reflects 
God's kingdom.



05
CREATIVITY

UBUCHULE

KREATIWITEIT


We encourage and nurture 
expression of all creative gifts in 
our work and life.



06
FEESVIERING

CELEBRATION

UMBHIYOZO


We seek out opportunities to 
express gratitude and 
appreciation for all God's 
work in our lives.


07
IZINGQI

RHYTHMS

RITME


We submit to regular daily, monthly 
and annual cycles of rest, prayer and 
community in the belief that these 
align us to God's activity and presence 
and root our activity in obedience.


08
SAMEWERKING

COLLABORATION

UKUHLANGANA


We consciously choose to be guided by the identity and 
intentions described below:


We work with each other and with 
other organisations as much as we 
can.



09
RESPECT

IMBEKO

RESPEK


We affirm the identity of God in 
all others through our speech 
and our actions towards them.



10
UTSHINTSHO

TRANSFORMASIE

TRANSFORMATION


We pursue our own ongoing 
transformation individually and 
organisationally as we work for 
transformation in the world



01

02

03

04

05

06

We are a community committed to following Jesus Christ and living out his teachings under the 
leading and guidance of the Scriptures and the Holy Spirit. Our work is first and foremost an 
expression of this commitment.


As a community rooted in proximity to and solidarity with those living in poverty, those in pain 
and those bearing the brunt of inequality. we join the work that God is doing in the world, being 
nourished by the Holy Spirit and following the example of how Jesus lived and what he taught.


We are committed to the life of critical self-reflection that leads to deep change and helping 
each other find language that better interprets the world we live in.


We view ourselves as catalysts of social healing, leading to prophetic actions in the world as we 
co-create spaces and build relationships that bring down divisions (racially, structurally, 
spiritually and economically) as we work towards mutual freedom and social transformation.



We are intentional in identifying and disrupting both theological and social paradigms that 
continue to perpetuate stereotypes of unjust practices and systems.


We are a community that values learning from others (including interdisciplinary knowledge and 
methodologies), as well as from processes that enhance our own knowledge base whether 
academic or practical.




That Day



We fight not for the sake of fighting, but for that day 
when fighting is no longer required



Because the darkness has finally been swallowed up by 
light



In that day our fighting shall turn to dancing as we 
twirl to songs of celebration



Our attention will shift from destruction to creation, 
because all that had needed to fall will have fallen



And perhaps on day one we will wake up confused, 
unsure of who we are outside of the calling to loosen 
the chains of injustice



But on that day there will be an abundance of grace, 
and space for us to find our feet, time no longer a 
slave driver but a gift



On that day we will learn to find ourselves and each 
other outside of a world woven of suffering



We will learn to make art, jokes and conversation that 
depend not on pain



We will learn to create beauty from beauty



And while that day will not be tomorrow, nor even 
perhaps the tomorrow of many years to come



At least part of our work must be to train our eyes to 
see it



For if we can just glimpse it, our fight is not futile, but 
the gateway under construction between this world 
and that



Thandi Gamedze




MISSION

VISION

and

We envision the church 
 to the good news of 

Jesus by actively living out the 
 for the 
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 by enabling 
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bearing 
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support local 
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justice-seeking action

info@warehouse.org.za

@warehousecptwn

TheWarehouseTrust

we_are_the_warehouse

www.warehouse.org.za

Donate to The Warehouse at www.warehouse.org.za/donate


